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Study Guide
page 7

Redwall
Name ________________________________

14. What question does Matthias ask Captain Snow?

15. What does Matthias bet Captain Snow?

16. Where can Matthias find Asmodeus according to Captain Snow?

17. What reason does a shrew give Matthias for not showing him the way to 
Asmodeus’ lair?

18. Is Cluny upset over the death of Cheesethief? Why or why not?

19. Who finds a group of dormice fast asleep and captures them for Cluny?

20. Who is the leader of the dormice?

21. Who helps Matthias explore the quarry?

22. What causes Guosim to go into a state of shock? 

23. What happens to Guosim as she leans against a flat slab at the quarry?

Chapters 5–9, pages 284–308
1. What does Killconey use to muffle the sound of the rolling hay cart wheels?

2. What does Cluny use to climb over the weakest defended wall at Redwall?

3. What kind of soup does Cornflower bring the men who are defending Redwall?

4. What does Cornflower see as she serves Brother Rufus on the wall’s southeast corner?

5. What causes the rats’ tower to burst into flames and burn to the ground?

6. Who grabs Cluny and saves him from the falling, burning tower?

7. What does Father Abbot say about Cornflower after the rats’ tower is burned?

8. What does Matthias find as he enters a rectangular anteroom?

9. What sound freezes the very blood in Matthias’ veins?

10. In what condition does Matthias find Guosim?

11. What objects does Matthias find in the snake’s lair?

12. How does Matthias get the snake to move his tail so he can escape?

13. Who do the captains of Redwall look to for guidance?

14. What does Killconey want to tell Cluny about the tunnel?

15. Who marks the exact run of the tunnel dug by Cluny’s army?

16. What surprise have the creatures of Redwall prepared for the invaders?

17. What is Constance’s task while others pour boiling water on the rats?
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Activity #10 • Vocabulary
page 2

Redwall
Name ________________________________
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Vocabulary Part of 
Word Speech

11. Julian was critical of Matthias’ flat or trite remarks 
when he attempted to show sympathy for 
Julian’s plight. ___________ ___________ 

12. Cheesethief lounged lazily or lethargically in 
Cluny’s favorite chair. ___________ ___________ 

13. The marmalade cat poked Matthias with a 
listless or sluggish paw. ___________ ___________ 

14. Matthias and Log-a-Log journeyed through the fields 
that lay uncultivated. ___________ ___________ 

15. Captain Snow sat throwing up or out the bone and 
fur from his meal. ___________ ___________ 

16. Captain Snow could not contain his 
uncontrolled or unrestrained laughter. ___________ ___________ 

17. Plumpen appeared disheveled or scruffy after his 
encounter with Scumnose. ___________ ___________ 



Activity #19 • Literary Analysis
Use After Reading

Name ________________________________
Redwall
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Sociogram

Directions: Think about Matthias and his relationships with the characters listed on the sociogram.
Complete the sociogram by writing a word to describe the relationship between Matthias and
each character. Remember, relationships go both ways, so each line requires a descriptive word. 

Matthias

Constance

Cluny the
Scourge

Methuselah

Basil Stag
Hare

WarbeakCornflower

Abbot
Mortimer

Log-a-
Log

Squire
Julian


